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INTRODUCTION

q Spectrum Scarcity
q Timing intervention
q Ex ante vs ex post
q Regulation for emerging technologies and intensely shared spectrum environments

In Eventus

"Not just before and after, but during"
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BACKGROUND

q Enforcement measures do not encompass an in eventus approach
q Minimal to no regulatory authority optimal enforcement framework
q Proposed automated enforcement measures do not encompass a component for 

regulatory authority oversight
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BACKGROUND CONT’D
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ1:
How prevalent are interference issues within commercial spectrum 
management?

RQ2:
How does the FCC adjudicate spectrum interference violations?

RQ3:
Is there a more innovative way to regulate radio spectrum?
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METHODS

Using a multi-method approach

q Document Analysis
• 650 Federal Communications Commission Enforcement Bureau actions of various types of
enforcement

q Case Studies
• Existing automated enforcement frameworks

q System Requirements
• Reminiscent of an Agile methods
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DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
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CASE STUDIES –ENFORCEMENT & AUTOMATION

q Automated Traffic Enforcement of Road Violations
• “Automated traffic applications typically encompass the detection and segmentation of moving vehicles as a crucial process” (Marikhu et al 2013).

q Automated Enforcement of Copyright
• Automated copyright enforcement is initiated by the owner of the copyrighted material and/or intellectual good. “Today’s major digital communities 

include: P2P file sharing systems, chat applications and social networking sites” (Hughes et al 2008).

q Vessel Monitoring System
• This system focuses on fisheries as well as nautical search and recovery missions. In order to accomplish this, VMS utilizes “satellite communications

and GPS technology, this system provides near-real time two-way communication between fishing vessels and enforcement monitoring centers
monitoring fishing vessel activity throughout the United States EEZ, Pacific Ocean and Atlantic Ocean” (NMFS 2005)

Although automated enforcement schemes between traffic, copyright, and vessels are decidedly different, they are all similar in
detecting and reporting enforceable actions. Evermore, users (possible violators) are aware that there is an enforcement
mechanism in place that is essentially “always watching”.
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SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

q Consistent Enforcement Framework
q Optimal in eventus enforcement
q Prioritizing what actions need to be automated
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SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS CONT’D
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

• In terms of initial implementation, prioritization of enforcement should more than likely be 
given to interference and violations that could cause actual harm.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK CONT’D
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The figures take the current enforcement process – which was described at 
the beginning of this paper – and make those actions compatible for 
system adaptation.
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DISCUSSION

As technologies and services continue to emerge, it is imperative to

q Include optimal enforcement schemes 

q Incorporate in eventus measures for automated enforcement

q Have an automated enforcement system at the regulatory authority level
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QUESTIONS?


